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Solid-phase biological diagnostics, in which biological molecules
(e.g., nucleic acids, proteins) are identified through binding with
complementary, immobilized biomolecules, underpin a diversity
of technologies central to immuno- and DNA-diagnostics. Since
the appearance of solid-phase nucleic acid assays in the 1960s based
on radioisotopic detection,1 modern assays have evolved into high-
throughput microarray formats that typically rely on fluorescent
labeling of the analyte. A number of alternate detection methods
have been reported,2-11 but unless some label (e.g., a fluorescent
dye, a nanoparticle) is used, sensitivities remain low compared to
the fluorescence “standard.” Label-free diagnostics remain attractive,
however, as they simplify sample preparation, decrease assay costs,
and eliminate potential artifacts from label instability or perturbation
of assay thermodynamics.12 Here we demonstrate that near-field
microwave imaging (NFMI) can achieve noncontact, label-free
detection of low surface coverage analyte species at sensitivities
comparable to conventional fluorescence bioassays.

NFMI functions by sensing changes in electrostatic coupling
between a “probe” and the sample. In our design the probe is a
sharpened metal wire tip in which voltage oscillations are excited
at microwave frequencies.13 Because tip-sample distances are
maintained at a few tens of nm, much less than the microwave
wavelength (∼ cm), tip-sample interactions occur under near-field
conditions. If the sample is translated under the probe tip, changes
in tip-sample coupling can be used to obtain images at resolutions
(∼1 micron) below the diffraction limit.

At its other end, the probe is inserted into a microwave resonance
cavity, or “resonator,” populated by standing microwaves. The
resonator drives the electronic oscillations in the probe. Prior to
measurement, the resonator is “tuned” to equalize its impedance
with that of the microwave input line (Supporting Information).
Tuning consists of minimizing the voltage reflection coefficient of
the resonator,S) |ZC - ZI|/|ZC + ZI|,14 whereZC is the impedance
of the resonator, andZI, the input line impedance. TypicallyS of
less than 10-3 is achieved. SinceZC includes contributions from
probe-sample interactions, tuning by necessity requires selection
of a “reference state” for the sample. A change in probe-sample
interactions, for example, due to binding of analyte molecules to
the surface, perturbs the system from the reference state and results
in an increase inS.

Figure 1a shows frequency-sweep data forS measured from a
series ofn-alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), at a tip-
sample separation of 10 nm. Alkanethiol SAMs were used because
their thickness can be systematically varied from∼0.5 nm to over

2 nm by adjustment of the alkyl chain length. The SAMs were
prepared on gold-coated glass slides, with the thickness of the gold
equal to the skin depth (1.1µm) of the microwave radiation so as
to approximate a semi-infinite medium. As the frequency of the
microwave source is swept, each trace in Figure 1a exhibits a
minimum corresponding to the standing wave mode for that
particular resonator-sample combination. The minimum is most
pronounced for the butanethiol (C4) specimen, since this sample
was also used as the reference state for the initialS tuning. Clear
changes are evident in response to differences in SAM thickness.

The increase in logS with film thickness, measured at the
position fRref of the C4 minimum (dashed line in Figure 1a), is
plotted as the filled circles in Figure 1b. Film thickness was assumed
to increase by∆t ) 0.22 nm per two methylene units.15,16 Over
the investigated thickness the empirical dependence of logS on
log ∆t can be approximated as linear with a slope dlogS/dlog ∆t
of 1.66( 0.12, as shown in Figure 1b. This response reflects the
near-field probe-sample interaction, and as such depends on probe
tip geometry and the tip-sample separation. For comparison, under
far-field conditions, when microwaves are incident from distances
many times their wavelength on nm-thick SAM films, a weaker
slope dlogS/dlog∆t of 1.00 is expected. Such a response is plotted
in Figure 1b for 5 GHz microwaves reflecting under perpendicular
incidence from a layer of lossless dielectric (i.e., a SAM) on a semi-
infinite, zero-resistivity metal support, calculated following ref 17.

An important metric for future applications is sensitivity to
changes in surface coverage, which requires characterization of
measurement noise. Analysis of 100 independent trials (Supporting
Information) revealed that, for logS ) -3.0, which is near the
tuned state when measurement is close to maximally sensitive to
perturbations, the root-mean-square (rms) statistical noise in log
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Figure 1. Near-field microwave measurements onn-alkylthiol
(HS-(CH2)n-1CH3) monolayers. Tip-sample distance: 10 nm. (a)S as a
function of frequency. The butanethiol (C4) sample was used as reference
for S tuning, with the minimum found atfRref ) 5.278 6217 GHz. (b) (b)
log Smeasured under near-field conditions at 5.278 6217 GHz (dashed line
in plot a), as a function of thickness increase∆t ) t - tC4. (O) Calculated
log S for far-field reflection.
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S is 5.4× 10-7. From data in Figure 1b, logSof -3.0 corresponds
to a ∆t of 0.15 nm. Given that dlogS/dlog ∆t ) 1.66 it follows
that an increase in thickness by 1× 10-6 nm, from 0.15 to
0.150 001 nm, increases logS by 4.8 × 10-6. This increase
represents a signal-to-rms noise ratio (SNR) of about 9, an easily
detectable change. For butanethiol with a molecular volume of 0.18
nm3/molecule, a thickness increase of 1× 10-6 nm corresponds to
a change in coverage of discrete molecules of just 5.6× 1012

molecules/m2. In comparison, a full alkanethiol monolayer possesses
4.67× 1018 molecules/m2;18 thus, the smallest detectable change
in coverage (based on a criterion of SNR of 9) is estimated at about
1 millionths of full coverage, or about 6 molecules per square
micron.

This remarkable sensitivity recommends NFMI for applications
that require detection of trace surface species. As an example of
such an application, films of single-stranded 21mer oligodeoxyri-
bonucleotides (CAA TAC GCA AAC CGC CTC TCC) were
prepared with different coverages on gold-coated slides following
previously reported methods.19 Nucleotide coverages were inde-
pendently determined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, using
integrated P 2p emission from the phosphorus atoms of immobilized
DNA.20 The response curve of logS(fRref) with nucleotide (nt)
coverageσnt, using a DNA-free area as reference, is plotted in Figure
2a. As for the SAM films, the data can be empirically fit to a linear
relationship with dlogS/dlog σnt ) 1.97( 0.27. For an SNR of 9,
and at logS ) -2.0 when rms noise in logS is 7.7 × 10-9

(Supporting Information), this response allows a detection of
changes inσnt of 3 × 106 nt/cm2, corresponding to 1.4× 105 21mer
strands/cm2. This compares favorably with fluorescence-based
scanners widely used in microarray applications. For example, an
optimized home-built system was reported capable of detecting
coverages down to 1× 109 fluorophores/cm2,21 or about 300
zeptomoles (10-21) in a 150 µm diameter microarray spot. The
above estimates show that even if multiple fluorophores are used
per strand, label-free NFMI detection can approach if not exceed
the sensitivity of conventional fluorescence diagnostics.

In bioassay applications, detection is often accomplished in an
array format. For investigating this type of sample a prototype array
was prepared consisting of two immobilized sequences, P1 (CAA
TAC GCA AAC CGC CTC TCC) and P2 (CGT TGT AAA ACG
ACG GCC AG) (Figure 2b). Buffer (bfr) spots were also printed
as a control. NFMI images were scanned at a 25 micron resolution
in x andy. Figures 2c-e showS images of the as-prepared array
(Figure 2c) and after hybridization to sequences complementary to
the P1 (Figure 2d) or the P2 (Figure 2e) spots. The hybridized data
are displayed as difference images in which the unhybridized image
was subtracted. Sequence-specific hybridization is the dominant
change identified.

The principal advantage of NFMI over other label-free detection
methods is outstanding sensitivity, thus removing a central obstacle
to label-free diagnostics. As with other label-free approaches,
however, a significant disadvantage is susceptibility to nonspecific
background. In the absence of a label to enhance contrast between
species of interest and other material, such as water or salt residue,
a label-free technique requires stricter control over sample prepara-
tion and measurement. We anticipate that this remaining challenge
can be partially resolved by in situ measurements under a buffer
environment.
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Figure 2. Near-field microwave measurements on DNA monolayers. Tip-
sample distance: 10 nm. (a) Response curve for DNA monolayers, plotting
log S as a function of nucleotide (nt) coverageσnt. Unmodified (DNA-
free) area served as reference (fRref ) 5.271 2479 GHz). Data scatter is
dominated by uncertainty in DNA coverage, not by the NFMI measurement.
(b) Array layout used for hybridization imaging experiments. (c) As prepared
array. The NFMI image confirms layout of immobilized P1 and P2
sequences. (d) After hybridization to sequence complementary to P1. (e)
After array regeneration and hybridization to sequence complementary to
P2. The hybridized images in panels d and e are difference images obtained
after subtraction of the unhybridized image in panel c. The color scale spans
a range inS of 7 × 10-4 for panel c and 14× 10-4 for panels d and e.
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